
أسئلة المراجعةاللغة اإلنجليزية

 ظلل )اختار( اإلجابة الصحيحة مما يلي:

(1) Professor Mosleh is going to visit us _______ July .

(  in (أ 

(  on (ب 

(  in (ج 

(  on (د 

(2) They  _______ English stories.

(  has (أ 

(  are (ب 

(  having (ج 

(  have (د 

(3) Why ______ he always shout at you?

(  is (أ 

(  do (ب 

(  was (ج 

(  does (د 

(4) He was born _______ 1990.

(  at (أ 

(  in  (ب 

(  on (ج 

(  with (د 

Read the following passage and then answer the questions, below.  

 Many people wonder: Why do we sleep? Why do we dream? They ask 

themselves  the purpose, or reason. There are many theories, or opinions 

about this , but scientists don’t know if these ideas are correct. 

One theory of sleep says that during the day, we need to 

sleep to make new chemicals and repair, or fix our bodies. This theory is 

called the “ Repair Theory”.  One piece of evidence for this theory is 

that our bodies produce more of growth hormone while we sleep.  

Another theory is that the purpose of sleep is to dream. Dreaming 

occurs only during one stage , or period, of sleep ( Rapid Eye 

movement- REM )sleep. REM sleep occurs about 90 minutes and last 

for about 20 minutes. Some scientists believe that REM sleep helps us 

to remember things, but others don’t believe and don’t agree. 

(5) What does "wonder", in the first paragraph, mean?
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(  ask (أ 

(  eat (ب 

(  sell (ج 

(  answer (د 

(6) What does "occurs" , in the second paragraph, mean?

(   work (أ 

(   does (ب 

(  happens (ج 

(  dream (د 

(7)  The underlined pronoun "others" in the last paragraph, refers to….

(  things (أ 

(  scientists (ب 

(  minutes (ج 

(  occurs (د 

(8) Why should we sleep according to the first theory?

(   .we sleep to dream (أ 

(  .we sleep to remember things (ب 

(  .we sleep to repair our bodies (ج 

(  we sleep for no reason (د 

(9) _____ my books in this classroom.

(  this is (أ 

(  that is (ب 

(  these are (ج 

(  those are (د 

(10) _____ is your school from your home? ___ it's 200 meters.

(  How far (أ 

(  How long (ب 

(   often (ج 

(   much (د 

(11) The more relaxed you are _____ your health is.
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(  the gooder (أ 

(  the best (ب 

(  the better (ج 

(   good (د 

(12) Omer and Othman _______ a driving test yesterday.

(   do (أ 

(  does (ب 

(  didn't  have (ج 

(  has done (د 

(13) Do you have enough friends to join? No, Unluckily, I've got _______

friends. 

(   few (أ 

(  a few (ب 

(  little (ج 

(  a little (د 

(14) Kids ____________ afraid from monsters.

(  usually are (أ 

(   usually is (ب 

(  are usually (ج 

(   is usually (د 

(15) We saw a big elephant while we ______ home.

(   go (أ 

(  have gone (ب 

(   are going (ج 

(  were going (د 

(16) This month, fruits are ______ last month.

(   expensiver than (أ 

(  more expensiver than (ب 

(   most expensive (ج 

(   more expensive than (د 
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(17) In old world, ______ women were very active.

(   a (أ 

(   an (ب 

(   the (ج 

(  leave it blank (د 

(18) We are students _____ King Saud University.

(  in (أ 

(  on (ب 

(  at (ج 

(  above (د 

(19) The letter/s/ in the word "peaks" has the same pronunciation of the

letter /s/ in the word:_______ 

(  hats (أ 

(  toys (ب 

(  windows (ج 

(  rains (د 

(20) French Language is ___________ . it's not difficult.

(  beautiful (أ 

(   ugly (ب 

(   safe (ج 

(   easy (د 


